Introduction
This project brief describes the development and implementation
of an FPGA based digital down-converter, digital receiver and
system timing controller. This work was performed by DSP
System engineering personnel using analog converter and FPGA
processing hardware supplied by TEK Microsystems Inc.
Hardware Description
The Gigabit Digital Receiver and system timing Synchronizer
(GDRS) is a single board system containing three very large
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) devices used to
implement two Digital Receivers and one timing Synchronizer. A
simple circuit card called the Rear Transition Module (RTM)
mates with the GDRS and provides the connection between the
synchronizer and the external radar hardware interfaces.

TEK Microsystems Analog Processing Board
The hardware platform has three large Xilinx FPGA devices. Two
FGPAs, designated as I/O devices, are each connected to three
250 MS/s 16-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter devices. The
third FPGA is designated as the communications FPGA and is
connected – with both parallel and serial interfaces -- to the other
two FPGAs and also to the user configurable PI connector of the
VME bus. A custom rear-transition module was built to connect
to the VME PI interface. The two I/O FPGA each have a gigabit
Ethernet interface to the front-panel of the analog processing
board.
Project Overview
The sample clock, generated by a stable local oscillator, was
routed to the front-panel of the analog processing board. All
timing of the A/D converters, FPGA, and external system was
developed on the processor board such that the entire system is
completely coherent. The six A/D converters and two I/O FPGAs

implemented a digital receiver, down-converter, and digital filter
in VHDL. The communications FPGA performed all timing
functions for the external hardware. These timing functions, also
coded in VHDL are programmable and adaptable in real-time.
The digital receiver converts the final IF analog signal derived in
the frequency synthesizer to digital format, processes the digital
data to base-band, and separates the base-band data into
multiple narrow band data streams for subsequent processing.
All communication between the digital receiver and processing
system is done using the standard gigabit Ethernet links.
The two digital receiver FPGA devices have firmware designed
to control three A/D converters each, manage frequency downconversion, and manage data flow between the other FPGAs
and also between the FPGA and external processing system.

Block Diagram of Implementation
Digital Receiver Implementation
The digital receiver and down-converter were all implemented in
VHDL using Xilinx ISE design suite. The Ethernet interfaces were
also implemented in VHDL and supported simplified UDP
protocols with multicast and broadcast capabilities. The Ethernet
interfaces and hub both run on the FPGA multi-gigabit link (MGT)
technology.
The next figure is a block diagram of the firmware
implementation. FIFO buffers are implemented in the analog
processing boards DDR RAM. Data collection is controlled by
the system timing synchronizer (communications FPGA) so that
all collection, processing, and subsequent data transmission is
completely synchronous. Other timing critical functions are also
synchronized to the system timing synthesizer.

Digital Receiver Functional Block Diagram
Timing Synchronizer Implementation
The system timing controller – called the synchronizer – is
implemented in the communications FPGA which is the largest of
the three FPGA devices. The synchronizer is essentially a
number of inter-linked finite state machines; all controlled by
state variables supplied by either an operator or by the system
based on external stimuli. Every one of the hundreds of timing
values associated with the multiple state machines is user
programmable over the control register interface.

Plot of Timing Generator Output
Control Software Interface
The low-level device control software is written in standard
C/C++ and can be executed by either Windows or Linux
systems. The C++ library was exported and included in a .Net
graphical user program for system test and evaluation. (The final
product did not use .Net.) Every register, status value, and
control function can be tested and evaluated using the control
interface shown below.

Timing Generator Functional Block Diagram
Typical timing generated by the synchronizer is shown in the next
figure.
External Control Interface
A flexible register interface grants access to all programmable
features of the timing synchronizer and digital receiver by a
remote control processor. This interface is implemented over
Ethernet making it simple and easy to control the analog
processor board over large distances. The interface appears to
the control processor as a simple C/C++ function call similar to
those used to access registered VME bus devices.

Example Control Interface
The test GUI also included speech synthesis and speech
recognition though this is not used in the final implementation of
the project.
Summary
This was a large and challenging project taking over one year to
design, code, and test to completion. It included over 45,000
lines of VHDL code and the C++ and C# development efforts
outlined here. This is an example how DSP Systems can help
with your next project. But, if you have something simple that you
need help with, we can be of service there as well. Give us a call.
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